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THE BRAUER GROUP OF A CLOSED CATEGORY

J. FISHER-PALMQUIST

ABSTRACT.   The Brauer group of a finitely bicomplete closed category

is defined.  This group gives known Brauer groups for the appropriate

choices of the closed category.  There is a Brauer group functor from the

category of commutative monoids in the closed category to the category of

Abelian groups.

For a finitely bicomplete closed category  V  [8, p. 180] we define the

Brauer group of V, B(V).  This paper depends heavily on the calculus of

Morita contexts given in [7].  If  V  is the category of left-modules over a

commutative ring  R, we have  B(V)  is the Brauer group of R  as defined in

[2]; if V is the category of sheaves of modules over a commutative ringed

space (X,   U), we have  B(V)  is the Brauer group of (X,   U)  as defined in

[1]; if V  is the category of Z/2Z  graded  ß-modules M  with R   a commu-

tative ring concentrated in degree zero and with symmetric homomorphism

c:M®M'—>M'®M  defined by

c(tt2 ®m') = (-l)Sm-Sm'{m' ® 772)

for homogeneous elements  m £ M  and m    £ M    of respective degrees 8m

and ¿57?2', then  B(X) is the Brauer-Wall group of R   as defined in [4].  We

give necessary conditions on a functor T  from one closed category V  to

another V    to insure that  T induces a homomorphism from  B(V)  to  B(V ).

As a corollary we see that  B  induces a functor from the category of com-

mutative monoids of  V [8, p. 167] to the category of Abelian groups.

We recall that there is a one-to-one correspondence between monoids

A in  V  and one-object   V-categories [A].   The opposite monoid  A°  cor-

responds to the  V-category  [A]0  and the enveloping monoid Ae  corresponds

to the  V-category  [A] ®[A]°.  We will denote the functor category  V"-    ^  by
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V   .   A monoid  A is said to be commutative if the identity map from  A to

A° is a map of monoids.

For any  V-category  A the center of A, Z(A), is defined by

Z(A) =   f  A(A, A),
JA

i.e., the end of the V-functor A(-,-): A0 ® A -*V, if it exists [6, (1.6)].

As an example  Z(V) = Z.   We note that if  V   : Vo® V—»Sets is the under-

lying hom functor of V  then  V (I, Z(A))  is the set of natural transforma-

tions from the identity functor of A to itself.  This set is called the center

of the set based category  A.   by Bass [4, p. 55].  If A is small then Z(A)

always exists.  If Z(A)  exists then it has the unique structure of a commu-

tative monoid such that the projection maps  p . : Z(A) —*A(A, A)  are maps

of monoids for every object A  in A.

Proposition 1.  Let  C  be a small X-category where  X  is a bicomplete

closed category.   Then

(i) Z(VC) exists and Z(VC) = Z(C);

(ii) Z(C) = VC®C°(C(-,-), C(-,-)).

Proof.  This follows from the  V-Yoneda isomorphism [6, (1.19)] and the

universal properties of ends.  □

If A is a monoid then its center, Z(A), is defined to be  Z([A]), which

by Proposition 1 (ii) is  V     (A, A).  Call  A  central if the unit map Z—>Z(A)

is an isomorphism.  We note that for the remainder of this paper we need

only assume  V  is finitely bicomplete.

Let Mon(V)  be the monoidal category with objects the monoids of V

and maps the monoid isomorphisms.  Let  M  be the category of Morita contexts

with tensor product [] and unit  Z' = ([/] —»[/] ®G«— [Z])  as defined in [7].

Since we will be interested only in Morita contexts M = (C, T) with  C. a

V-category with two objects  0  and   1, we will use the notation

M = (C(0,0), C(l, 0), C(0, 1), C(l, 1))

to specify the Morita contexts.  The notation for M  as a  cospan  then be-

comes

([C(l, I)] —C ^[C(0,0)])

and  «St/Mo = C(l, 0) ® C(1  1}-.  Define  *: Mon(V)-»M  by  ¥(A) = (CA , TA )

where  C ,   is the full subcategory of V        with objects  A  and  Ae, and
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T     is defined by  T(A) = 0  and  T(Ae) = 1.  We have
Ae

V(A) = (Z(A), A, V    (A, Ae), (Ae)°).

We note that  f is a map of (symmetric) monoidal categories, i.e., we have

natural maps

<AA A •■%íf{A1) D ^A^-^Aj® A2)

and a map ifi  ■ I   —► W(Z)  satisfying diagrams MF 1—MF 4 in [5, pp. 473,

513].  In this case t/7„   is the identity and if A.  is a X-atom in  V   l   for
Ae l

i = 1, 2, i.e., V   '(A., —) is  V-cocontinuous, then  ifj is an isomorphism,

i.e.,  *P restricted to the category of such monoids is strict.

We call a monoid A  an Azumaya monoid if  A is central, A is a V-atom

in  VAC   and the functor [Z] —*VA     induced by  A is  V-dense [6, after (1.17)].

In general if fi.   and fi.   are monoids and B  is a left fiQ, right fi j  bimodule,

i.e., B  induces a functor [0.]° ® [fi0] —>V, then  B  is said to be  fi..-fi|-

prodense if B  is a  V-atom in  V   °   and the functor B#: [fij]° —*V   °   in-

duced by B  is  V-dense and  V-full and faithful.  This is equivalent to  B

being a fi0-fi,-progenerator as defined in [3] if V  is a category of left mod-

ules over a commutative ring.  Thus  A  is an Azumaya monoid if and only if

A is Ae-Z-prodense.

Lemma 2.  If B   is a left fi , right fi.-bimodule the following statements

are equivalent:

(a) B   is fi   -0 ,-prodense.

(b) There is a Morita equivalence  M = (fi , B, D, fi,).

(c) B  is Q°-Q°-prodense.

(d) V"°(S, fi0)    2s  ttl-ti\-prodense and v"0^, -): v"0—V 0l   is

X -cocontinuous.

Proof.  (a)=»(b)  since  B# is full and faithful, fij = V   °(B, B), and we

get the Morita context in (b) by taking D = X     (B, fi )  and using the com-
Q ß

position maps in  V      .  Since  B  is a  V-atom in  V        we have an isomorphism

V"°(B, fi0)®fl    B^XÜ°(B, B) = fij

which implies M  has aright   *-inverse. The density of B     gives us that M

is a Morita equivalence by [7, Theorem 4].  (b) =>(a)  follows from [7, Theorem

4]. (c)«=»(b) follows from (a)*=»(b) by observing that M  is a Morita equiv-

alence if and only if (AT)' = (fi°, B, D, fi°)  is one.  (b)=>(d)  follows
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from  (b) =>(a)  applied to  M° = (fi°, D, B, fl°), since D =* X n°(ß, fln)  by

[7, Theorem 4 (iii)] applied to  M.   (d)=>(a)  follows from (a)=>(d)  applied

to  V   °(B, fi0) if we show B^Vn¡(V 2°(B, fiQ), fi°),  This isomorphism fol-

lows from the fact that

vfl°(B,-)  and  v0o(v0o(vQ°(B,n0),n00),-)

are cocontinuous.  D

Let Z(V) be the monoidal subcategory of V with the same objects as

V but with maps the isomorphisms of V. Define the map of monoidal cate-

gories 6: Z(V) —»M by 0(X) = (Dx, Tx), where Dx is the full subcategory

of V with objects X and I and Ty, is defined by T„(X) = 0 and Tx(l) =

1. When 6 is restricted to the V-atoms of V it is a strict map. Note that

6(X) = (V(X, X), X, X*. I) where  X* = V(X, Z).

Theorem 3.  For any object  X of X  the following statements are equiv-

alent:

(a) The functor [V(X, X)] —»V  induced by X  is  X-dense and X  is a

X-atom.

(b) X  is  X(X, X)-l-prodense.

(c) d(X) is a Morita equivalence.

(c') X ® : V—*X   '   '    '  is an equivalence of categories.

(d) d(X*) is a Morita equivalence, X(X, X) » V(X*, X*)°, and X  is a

X-atom.

Proof.  Since (a) is equivalent to the statement that  X  is  Z-V(X, X)° -

prodense, Lemma 2 implies the equivalence of (a), (b), (c)  and the state-

ment that X    is   Z°-V(X,  X)°-prodense and X  is a V-atom in V.  Note

that if X*  is  Z°-V(X, X)°-prodense, then (X*)# : [V(X, X)]° —V  is full

and faithful and we get  V(X, X) ^ V(X*, X*)°-   The equivalence of (c)  and

(c')  follows from [7, Corollary 5] applied to  Ö(X)', since 3>(0(X)Z)= X®^  O

Theorem 4.  For a monoid A the following statements are equivalent:

(a) A is an Azumaya monoid.

(b) W(A)  ¿s a Morita equivalence and A is central.

(b ) A ® : V—>V        is an equivalence of categories.

(c) A is a X-atom in  X, the functor [Ae] —>X  induced by  A is dense

and the canonical map  Ae —* X(A, A)  is an isomorphism.

Proof.  The equivalence of (b)  and (b ) follows from [7, Corollary 5]

since «ÍWA)') = A®—.   The rest of the  theorem follows from Lemma 2.   □
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Theorem 5.  (i)  If A.   and A7  are Azumaya monoids then so is

AI®A2.

(ii)  // X.  is  X(X., X.)-I-prodense, i = 1, 2, then  X v® X 2  is

X(X   ® X     Xj ® X 2)-I-prodense, X(X,, Xj)  is an Azumaya monoid, and

Xj®X* ^X(xv xp.

Proof.  If Aj  and  A2  are Azumaya then  ^(Aj ® A.,) ^W(Aj) Q  <P(A2).

Thus, by Theorem 4 and [7, Theorem 3]  A, ® A    is Azumaya.  If  X. is

V(X., X.)-Z-prodense,   then  X.  is a  V-atom, i = 1, 2, and  0(X j ® X2) s*

ö(Xj) [] f?(X2).  Thus by Theorem 3 and [7, Theorem 3]  Xj ® X2  is

V(Xj ® X2, Xj ® X2)-/-prodense.  Since  X* is  V(X*, X*)-Z-prodense, we

obtain

d(Xl     ®       Xj)        «    0(Xj)       Q       Ö(X*), Xj      ®      X*       «      V(Xj,      Xj),

V(Xj, Xj)° « V(X*, X*).

This implies  V(X., X.)  is  V(X „ X .)e-Z-prodense and thus an Azumaya

monoid.  □

We let A(V)  be the class of Azumaya monoids in  V  and ^0(V)  be the

class of monoids  X(B, B) in  V  where B   is  X(B, B) -/-prodense.   By

Theorem 5, A(X)  and A  (X)  ate closed under ® , and A   (V)  is a subclass
A

of A(V).  Define an equivalence relation on A(V)  by  A ,  ~ A2  if  V        —

V .  Let the Brauer group oí X, B(X), be the equivalence classes under

this equivalence relation.  Theorems 3, 4 and 5 imply that B(V)  is a group

(here we allow groups to have a class of objects) with identity element

cl(Z) = cl(fi) for all  fi in AQ(X), multiplication defined by  cl(Aj)  • cl(A2) =

cl(A, ® A2)  and inverse  cl(A)       = cl(A°).  We note that if V  is cartesian

closed then the unit object  I  is the only  V-atom; hence  B(V)  is trivial by

Theorem 4.

We now consider maps of monoidal categories which induce maps of

Brauer groups.   First we need an alternate description of the equivalence

relation defined above.

Proposition 6.  For A.   and A?  Azumaya monoids, A. "" A2   if and

only if there exist fij and fi2  in A  (X) such that  Al ® fij — A2 ® fir

Proof.  The necessity is clear since  V     —V  for every fi  in A  (X)

Al A2
by Theorem 3.   For the sufficiency suppose  V       —V      .  Then we have

A.®A° A2®A°
V ~V L aiX , which implies by [7, Corollary 5] that there is a Morita
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equivalence (/, B, D, A, ® 2VJ) with B and D  in  V, i.e., by Lemma 2, B  is

Z-A2 ® A°-prodense.  This implies  A° ® Al =* X(B, B)  and X(B, B) is in

A  (V).  Tensoring with  A2  gives the desired result since  A2 ® A°   —

V(A2, A2) is in A0(V).  D

Theorem 7.   Let X and X'  be bicomplete closed categories and T:

X —»V    be a strict map of monoidal categories such that

(i)  T preserves atoms and coequalizers;

(ii)  There exists an isomorphism  Kß: T(X(B, I))—>X'(TB, TI), for

every atom B  in  X, which is natural in B.

Then  T induces a group homomorphism B(T): B(X)—>B(V ).

Proof. Since T is strict we need only show T maps A(X) into A(V )

and AQ(V) into ^0(V). But T is strict implies T(Ae) ^ T(A)e. For B a

V-atom in V, the isomorphism  KR  induces natural isomorphisms

KB,A: T(X(B,A))^X'(TB, TA)

tot every A in V by the observation that for a V-atom B, X(B, I) ® A ^

X(B, A). Thus if A is Azumaya T(A)e =* V(TA, TA). If B is X(B, B)-I-

prodense then  B  is an atom and hence  TB  is one.  To show  TB  is

V (TB, TB)-I -prodense, it suffices to show that the map

fTB: V'(TB, TI) ®v(T3fTB) TB^Ï

is an isomorphism.  This follows from the facts that the corresponding map

for B  is an isomorphism and

X'(TB, TI) ®V'(TB>TB) TB at T(X(B, l) ®v(ß>ß) Z3)

which holds since  T preserves coequalizers and is strict and we have the

isomorphisms  ZCß/  and  KB„.   Thus  T maps ^0(V)  into A  (V')  and by

using the Theorem 4 (c) characterization of Azumaya monoids we see T

maps A(V) into A(V'). D

Corollary 8.  If R  and S are commutative monoids in  X and t: R —»5

is a map of monoids, then there is a canonical group homomorphism  B(t):

B(XR)~>B(XS) which sends  cl(A)  to  cl(S ® RA).

Proof.  We take  T = S ® R-: XR — XS, the left adjoint of Vz: Xs-»

V , and observe that  T  satisfies the properties of Theorem 7.  O

Thus, B  induces a functor from the category of commutative monoids

in V  to the category of Abelian groups.
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